Crack Cocaine is the Devil’s Candy
Here is why:

Feeling possessed
by the crack-bite is
the loneliest,
darkest, sickest,
most ugly gnawing
and truly captivating
all consuming
demonic place to be!
Click on the link below and ask - Please God help this “kit”
connect with the DVC Ministry Message of hope!

http://www.devilscandy.com/mp3dvc/009PleaseGod.mp3

This “Kill Crack Kit” gives you a
glimpse of the freedom you will
earn from the DVC Ministry:
“Destroy Crack Cocaine in 75 Days”
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...you have given me and my family a new
found hope - Brett & Jackie
...your book was a great success and your
radio shows even better – Brian
...you have saved the lives of more than you
will ever know – Tom
...I am a crackhead and found your site, thank
you – Dan
...just wanted to tell you, you have made a
difference - Kim
...was feeling hopeless until I found your site Scott
...I find your words to be very powerful and eye
opening – Melissa
...still listening and crack-free! – Nancy
…I call you the crack demon killer - Matthew
…Hello Todd, I found your site by the grace of
God – Karen
...thank you so much for your site and
teaching us how to conquer crack cocaine –
Dana
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The next goal is to
turn your
desperation into
hope and desire.

To do this we
must first bring
fresh new air into
our soul by doing
the exercise on
Day 1 on the
following page:
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Day 1
Beginning of Changing
This day is the beginning of changing your
current life. This is just the beginning so relax;
everything will work out according to God’s
perfect plan.
Close your eyes and gently visualize the
opposite of the madness that got you to Day 1
of this journey. Find the relax mode inside
yourself. Breathe deep and slow. On one time
of breathing like this, hold the air in for 10
seconds counting slowly. Then force yourself
to let it out VERY slow. Feel how relaxing that
is? This feeling will be very important
throughout this journey. Learn this technique
and remember this feeling. Repeat this as
often as necessary to keep as relaxed as
possible under the circumstances caused from
smoking crack cocaine.
~ 1 Corinthians 3:1, 2 ~
Brothers, I could not address you as spiritual but as
worldly—mere infants in Christ. I gave you milk, not
solid food, for you were not yet ready for it. Indeed,
you are still not ready

Quip of the day: Dear God: Please help me
become the person my dog thinks I am.
The next accomplishment is to forgive:
~ the next page will help that ~
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YOU ARE NOT responsible for being
“Attacked by Crack” but you are
responsible
for attacking crack back now that you
have permission to do that and have
found the weapons arsenal against crack!

This applies whether you are a smoking
crackhead or a non-smoking crackhead!

The next page will
expose the time
wasted on
crack…
How much more time are
you going to give crack?
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Day 2
Create a File
Right at this moment you are away from the
madness. Create a file of this feeling in your
head and file this reality feeling away for future
reference.
The time you are spending starting this journey
to better your life is not wasted. Any time spent
on crack cocaine in any capacity is wasted.
You might be feeling like all this is a waste of
time, but it is at this moment not a waste of
time. Time spent on crack cocaine wastes so
much time and right now you have no way of
knowing exactly how much. No more wasting
time on crack cocaine.
~ 1 Peter 4:3 ~
For you have spent enough time in the past
doing what pagans choose to do—living in
debauchery, lust, drunkenness, orgies,
carousing and detestable idolatry.

Quip of the day: Instead of counting your
days, make each day count.

OK…now what?
Continue on you will find it
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Why this program?
Because of the harsh reality of what a
stupid punk crackhead I had become,
gives me the ability to do just that, give
you words to attack crack so you too
can conquer crack cocaine and be free
forever just like I am.
The desire to be free and pissed at crack
cocaine strangely at the same time is what is
needed because crack cocaine came close to
destroying my life and is trying to destroy yours
right now, and that is even if you do not smoke
crack cocaine but are around it in some
capacity. This Program in this format is what
saved my life. Being without the 75 Day
Program to protect your soul and help stop the
crack madness in your life is what allows the
enemy to send a successful spiritual onslaught
to get you to continue to smoke crack cocaine.

I have about 30 more seconds to
convince you that you have found
what you are looking for…so STOP
looking and start doing!
Take a moment to answer a few questions
on the next page to help you start attacking
crack cocaine…
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1. Are you pissed enough at crack for
taking everything you love?
2. Are you tired of all your money being
spent on crack?
3. Are you about to be really alone?
4. Are you sick of seeing and hearing
the hurt and anger from loved ones?
5. Are you trying too hard to remember
all your lies?
6. Are you sick of being labeled and
called a crackhead?
7. Are you tired, I mean really tired of
being really tired?
8. Are you not trusted?
9. Are you blaming everything and
everyone and not crack or you?
10. Are you tired of the consequences
for just smoking crack?
11. Are you tired of everyone telling you
what you need to do? – besides me 
12. Are you willing to follow exactly as
described to stop crack?
13. Are you pissed at crack yet?
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Would you like to go from this:

To this?

What are you willing to do for this?
…continue for some book excerpts from
our other 3 books and some more from the
75 Day Program book…
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...from Devil’s Candy by Todd Gibson:

The journeys that crack took me on, ended up
being many blessings. It exposed me to the
evil side of life. It is there that I found and ate
and loved the “Devil’s Candy”. This hideous
stuff could be nothing but evil.
The insanity of smoking crack and doing
nothing else but smoking crack every awake
moment of everyday is maddening. I had a
relentless desire to smoke crack at any and all
expense. I did this no matter what, no matter
who, no matter how, no matter why, no matter
when, no matter where, no matter…it was
truly a horrible passion.
…from Agape Love by Marilyn Lyon:

Some would consider this enabling. This is a
word that became part of my vocabulary three
months after I was assaulted with Todd's
crack-crap. This I feel is because they do not
understand anything about crackheads. They
think it is the same as alcoholism. It's not.
They both are devastating substances, but that
is the only thing they have in common.
Overeating can be devastating, yet no one has
suggested that we send crackheads to weight
watchers as another quick fix for society's
mounting endangerment from crack cocaine.
There is a very fine line as to this being
enabling. One can only follow their heart. Each
case is different. There are no experts
regarding crackheads. There are no rules
written in stone. Not yet, anyway.
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…I Love A Crackhead by Camille Gibson:

You may think it is hopeless, but hope anyway.
You may think you are losing, but never, never
surrender. Believe me you can win this battle.
My family is living proof.
When you are finished reading this book, you
will understand that crack cocaine is not just
an addiction. Crack cocaine is an entity. A truly
evil entity with a mission to kill the user and
destroy all those they love. Scatted within
these pages is an arsenal filled with weapons,
tools and armor. Gather them up, they just
might make the difference between life and
death.
…from Destroy Crack Cocaine in 75 Days

Nothing gets in the way of crack cocaine once
it has possession. Standard treatment does not
address the extreme possession that does
occur during crack cocaine use. From
experiences and truths, we need to be careful
if we treat crack cocaine just like any other
drug. Crack cocaine does take you over and
possess your body, soul and spirit. Crack
cocaine goes as far as completely possessing
and then destroying your body, soul and spirit.
All 4 of our Program Books directly aim at crack
cocaine with the idea “shoot to kill” – on the 1st
Shot!

…continue on to see more real testimonies
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From Laura:

And then you sent me your books through email. I was extremely skeptical because I
thought I'd read it all. I read your first, The
Devils Candy. The preface (above) is what
hooked me instantly. Never had someone
talked so truthfully and straight forward about
crack. "evil side of life" "nothing but evil" "truly
a horrible passion" "spiritual battle" "an
onslaught like a wave of evil" "feeling
possessed" "ugly gnawing and truly captivating
all consuming demonic place to be"... All
within the preface!! Your raw honesty about it,
the incredible powerful and truthful words to
describe the crack hell made me realize, hey
this guy knows what's going on!!! And oh my
gosh he said CRACK and that he HATES it!!
And I can HATE IT TOO!!!

From Brian:

Todd,
My dad called and said Brian you have to
check out the website-I said I'm done with this
recovery crap.He than said I promise you that
if you read a poem on the website and it
doesn't bring tears to your eyes I will never
ask you to check out another website. I said
deal b/c of that poem called My Name is Crack
and the DVC Ministry, the circle game has
finally stopped.
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From Randy:

The part where your Mom talks about George
Medzerian and outlines his 4 steps to dealing
with crackheads. This was a WOW moment for
me that showed that this was different that
just the same ole NA/AA crap!
Chapter 4....showed me that there was
hope and that there was things I could
do right then to begin to fight
back...."When you are fully contaminated and

in the midst of despair, anything or just
something could help. Doing nothing won’t."

I hope I have shown you hope…hope that
crack can be conquered forever!
Follow us long enough to kill crack…

…it will happen - it can happen!
…email me so we can meet…
toddgibson@devilscandy.com
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